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GREEN AUDIT REPORT 

There are ten blocks/buildings - SahidKhudiram Bhawan, Vidyasagar Bhawan, IGNOU 

Building, Rabindra Bhawan, Vivekananda Hall, Netaji Bhawan, S. N. Bose Bhawan, Acharya 

P.C. Roy Bhawan, Rani Srimoni Bhawan, Praktoni Building and one canteen. When this 

College was first constructed there were only three buildings- Lal Building, ThakBosta 

Building, and UGC Building. 

 

Map of Midnapore College Campus 
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SahidKhudiram Bhawan 

SahidKhudiram Bhawan is a four-storied building. In the ground floor account’s section, 

principal’s chamber, general &cash Section, xerox center, IQAC office, ICT-II, NSS were 

observed. On the first floor, the staffroom, girl’scommon room,the mathematicsdepartment 

(UG & PG), the ICT lab (Math), Political Science department (UG & PG) were noted down. 

In the second-floorlady teacher’s retiring room, Geography department (UG & PG)was 

located. In the third-floorstorerooms, classrooms of Geography were noticed. This floor is 

new constructed. In this Bhawan total of 642energy sources were found including various 

types of electric devices (from fan to fridge etc.). anda total of 90 water sources was noted 

down including various sources like flush Commode, unsexual urinal, tap, 

etc.Generally,SahidKhudiram Bhawan opens generally at 07:00 AM and closes at 05:00 PM. 

Vidyasagar Bhawan 

Vidyasagar Bhawan is a five-storiedbuilding. Hereon the ground floor the Sanskrit 

department (UG & PG) and Women’s Cell were found. In the first-floorBengali department 

(UG & PG), Philosophy department (UG) with many classrooms, toilets were observed. 

Botanydepartment was noted down(UG & PG)on the second floor. In the third-floorHistory 

department (UG & PG), Computer Science and B.C.A. department, etc., and onthe fourth-

floor various departments like- Hindi &Education, Sociology& Philosophy, Statistics,etc. 

were found. Hindi is the newest department. In this building,an elevator system was 

observed. In this Bhawan total of 879energy sources were found including various types of 

electric devices (from soundbox to spectrophotometer etc.) and a total of 91 water sources 

were noted down including various sources like flush Commode, ladies urinal, water purifier, 

etc.Generally,Vidyasagar Bhawan opens at 7 AM and closes at 5 PM.  

IGNOU Building 

The IGNOU (Indira Gandhi National Open University) building is a three-storied 

building.Here on the ground floor IAPT centre, Rabindra Bharati study centre,and on the first 

floor IGNOU study centre was found. On the second floor,the library was observed. The 

second floor is new construction. In this block,a total of 115energy sources were found 

including various types of electric devices (from fan to printer, etc.). and a total of 12 water 

sources was noted down including various sources like tap, hand shower, etc.Generally, The 

IGNOU building opens at 11 AM and closes at 5 PM. But the office of the IGNOU building 
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opens at 2 PM and closes at 6 PM on Tuesday and Wednesday and on Saturday and Sunday, 

the office opens at 12 PM and closes at 6 PM. 

Rabindra Bhawan 

The Rabindra Bhawan is a four-storied building. There wasan English department (UG & 

PG), with Language Lab, Alumni Assn. officewas found on the ground floor, whereinthe first 

floorcentral library and second floor reading room, digital lab, virtual classroom and 

controller’s section in the third floor were observed. In this building,an elevator system was 

also observed. In this Bhawantotal of 511energy sources were found including various types 

of electric devices (from Bulb to Router etc.) and a total of 37 water sources were noted down 

including various sources like Taps, Shower, etc.Generally, Rabindra Bhawanopens at 7 AM 

and closes at 5 PM. But sometimes the opening and closingboth times may vary. 

Vivekananda Hall 

The Vivekananda Hall is a two-storiedbuilding. It consists of two wings. In the Wing-I- 

Student’s Council Office, ICT Room 1on the ground floor andon the first-floorEconomics 

department, Museum wasobserved. Similarly, in the Wing II- Physical Education department, 

the Cultural room on the ground floor and Boy’s Common Roomwere foundon the first floor. 

In this Vivekananda Hall total of 170 energy sources were found including various types of 

electric devices (from Spotlight to Exhaust Fan etc.) and 18 water sources were noted down 

(including various sources like Taps, Hand Shower, etc.)which is very small in number rather 

than other Bhawan.Generally, Vivekananda Hallopens at 11 AM and closes at 5 PM. But the 

cultural room has no fixed opening and closing time,it depends on the program and 

requirements. 

Netaji Bhawan 

The Netaji Bhawan is a five-storied building. Hereon the ground floor Gymnasium, Medical 

Unit, Seminar Hall, Nutrition department were observed. In the first-floorChemistry 

department (PG), Physics department (PG) department, and in the second-floor smart 

classrooms of Chemistry and Physics (PG) were found. There are research rooms of 

Chemistry and Physics on the third floor and on the fourth floor N.C. Rana Sky Observation 

Centre was noted down.In this Bhawan, a total of 795energy sources were found including a 

large number of various types of electric devices and scientific instruments (from fan to AC 

or Electronic Balance to Potentiometer, etc.). In Netaji Bhawanalsoa total of 98 water sources 
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was noted down including various sources like Taps, Water Purifier, etc.Generally, Netaji 

Bhawanopens at 7 AM and closes at 5 PM. But sometimes the closed time may vary. 

S. N. Bose Bhawan  

The S.N. Bose Bhawan is a four-storied building. On the ground floor Physics department 

(UG) and the first-floorElectronics department (UG) were noticed. Zoology departments (UG 

& PG) were observed covering the second and third floors. In thisBhawan, a total of 68 water 

sources are observed (types of sources like Flush commode, basin with a tap, urinal, water 

purifier with a tap,etc.).In S. N. Bose Bhawan alsototal of 1075energy sources and scientific 

instruments were found (Fridge to Projector etc. with various old and new laboratory 

instruments).Generally, S.N. Bose Bhawan opens at 7 AM and closes at 5 PM. But 

sometimes its opening time may vary.  

Acharya P.C. Roy Bhawan  

The Acharya P.C. Roy Bhawan is a three-storied building. Onthe ground floor Security 

Guard, Placement and Promotion Cell, Chemistry department (UG)was observed. In the first-

floorPhysiology department (PG), the Microbiology departmentwas found. There was alsoa 

Physiology department (UG) with classrooms, laboratorieson the second floor. This floor is 

new construction. In this Bhawan total of 538energy sources were found including various 

types of electric devices, instruments (from fan to Rheostat, etc.). and oftotal 96 water 

sources were noted down including various sources like Taps, Urinal, etc.Generally, Acharya 

P.C. Roy Bhawan opens at 7 AM and closes at 5 PM. But sometimes the closed time may 

vary. 

Rani Srimoni Bhawan 

The Rani Srimoni Bhawan is a very new construction. It is a three-storied building. In the 

Ground floor Auditorium, Classrooms, Hall rooms, etc. were observed, whereinon the first 

and second floors many classrooms were noted down. No subject-specific classrooms were 

noticed. In this Bhawan, a total of 89 energy sources were observed including only Tube 

light. The energy sources may be increased later because in all rooms total equipmentwas not 

completed still now. Here water sources were 13 including Tap, Hand shower, etc. These 

numbers may be increased later.Generally, Rani Srimoni Bhawanopens at 7 AM and closes at 

5 PM. But these timings may be changed because this building is not fully used by Faculties 

and students. 
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Praktoni Building 

The Praktoni Building is under construction at the time of survey. No energy and water 

sources were found yet. 

Canteen 

In the Canteentotal of 3 water sources were noted down including sources like Tap, Water 

Purifier, etc. Total 38 energy sources were noticed including Tube light, Mixer, etc. The 

canteen is just a one-storied building. But the old canteen was very small so that’s why a new 

canteen room was made. Generally, It opens at 7 AM and closes at 5 PM generally. 

 


